
Said one executive: "If husiness is maintained at today's level, there ivill not

he enough qualified men to fill the responsible positions. Women are going

to be received in top fobs . . . out of necessity."

Opportunities for Women
at the Administrative Level
By Frances M. Fuller and Mary B. Batchelder

Luis ARTICLE reports the findings of a research project undertaken by the
Division of Research of the Harvard Business School at the request of a com-
mittee studying the Radcliffe Management Training Program for Women.^
This orientation explains the fact that certain observations and conclusions
refer particularly to the Radcliffe program. But, while the end-purpose of the
study was to appraise the role of an educational institution like Radcliffe in
training women to take administrative responsibihty, the immediate focus was
on the question of the demand for such women at the administrative level.

Thus, in essence, the study was a "market analysis." Facts and opinions
were sought from (a) a cross section of women holding positions of responsi-
bility in industry and commerce, (b) a cross section of employers who offer
opportunities for women, and (c) a sample of the graduates of the Radcliffe
Management Training Program. In addition, opportunities in noncommer-
cial organizations, such as hospitals and community agencies, were spot-
checked.

Between December i, 1951, and May i, 1952, the research team inter-
viewed some 175 persons, representing 95 organizations, in Boston, New York,
Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Dallas, Nashville, Atlanta, and Greensboro.
Of the 175 persons interviewed, 47 were women. The fields represented were:
accounting, advertising, banking, credit, food, government, heavy industry,
hospitals, insurance, law, management consulting, manufacturing, publishing
(book, magazine, and newspaper), retaihng (department store, variety chain,
and mail order), textiles, utilities, and wholesaling.

We began each interview by describing briefly the research project and
the Radcliffe Management Training Program. We then asked what kinds of

' The RadclifFe Management Training Program is a one-year graduate course consisting of
classroom instruction in administrative techniques, labor and human relations, statistics, ac-
counting, marketing, retailing, and community relations, with two concentrated periods of
field work providing actual job experience. The teaching staff includes a number of members
of the Harvard Business School Faculty, and extensive use is made of the case-discussion
method. The program has been in operation since before World War II.
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jobs women held in the organization. Typically,
this led not only to a description of women's jobs
in the particular company hut to a description
of their standing in the industry as a whole and
to an expression of personal opinion concerning
both the current and potential place of women
in the husiness world. From this point on, in-
stead of attempting to force the interview into

a standard pattern, we let our questions follow
the subjects on which the executive chose to
comment. The first executive interviewed in a
company generally called in other officers and
arranged meetings for us with the personnel
director and with the women holding top jobs
in the company; he also often suggested persons;
to see in other companies.

Progress to Date
In all hut four cases (each involving a man

new to his job), the interest which our visit
evoked exceeded our best expectations. Ap-
parently women in business is a suhject of in-
terest to many executives even in industries that
are not large employers of women. One steel
products company president said, "There is no
minority group against which there is greater
discrimination than women in industry." He ob-
served that a national association of industrial
relations directors had consistently rejected the
topic, women in business, as a subject for a con-
ference, though it was suggested several times
hy members. "It was too hot a football. There is
no topic on which there are stronger or more
varied sentiments, and this study should prove
most interesting." A number of other executives
showed similar interest by asking if they might
he sent a copy of the results of the study when it
was completed.

Of course there were many hesitations and
mentions of limitations, which we shall discuss
in a later section, but at the same time many
executives expressed a sincere enthusiasm for
women with administrative training. Indeed, it
was not uncommon to hear the sentiment,
"Women are wonderful" or "Women can do a
lot." The first comment made by one bank
president was, "I wish you could tell me where
I could find a career woman." An advertising
agency president felt that women have a specific
contribution to make to business and should
definitely be a part of it; in his opinion they are
experts in efficiency and, on the whole, far
superior to men in methods and neatness. A
leading southern department store has three
women on its board of directors because "we
cannot operate the store without the woman's
point of view."

"If only we had heard about the Radcliffe
Management Training Program before!" was a
common reaction. One leading advertising

agency and a large insurance company in New
York City were sufficiently excited about the
program to take on current students for field
work. Six others indicated their willingness to
do so another year — two manufacturing firms,
a publishing house, two hanks, and an account-
ing firm. Still others felt that the Radcliffe pro-
gram would be a source from which they could
recruit permanent employees regularly.

Expanding Role of Women
A large majority dwelt upon the "increasing

importance" of women in business. This com-
ment from the president of a large interna-
tional food manufacturing company was tj'pical:
"There is no one phase of husiness or industry
which does not have women in its employ. In
the past 50 years women in business have in-
creased tremendously. In the next 25 years they
will advance more rapidly than men ever did."
He also mentioned that women must be pre-
pared for the business responsibilities which
may fall upon them unexpectedly. "It is a proven
fact that women outlive men by 4V2 years. . . .
Many women inherit their husbands' com-
panies."

Although local or personal circumstances fre-
quently seem to be the cause of interest in
women in business, certain general trends seem
to have stimulated or even forced such interest
where none previously existed. The current
unsettled international situation, with its at-
tendant production, managerial, and labor prob-
lems, has awakened a number of American
executives to the desirability of knowing some-
thing about women's present and potential
capabilities. For example:

One personnel director in the steel industry told
of being called into a vice president's office recently
and asked, "Why don't we give more opportunities
to women? Find out!" The personnel director



thought it significant that he was not told to do
anything ahout it, hut simply to "End out." The
query had prompted him to do some research into
the performance of women in other similar com-
panies.

Again, in the case of a large shoe manufacturing
company in the South, a recent memorandum from
the executive office (for distribution to all personnel
in supervisory jobs) stated: "Any woman qualified
for promotion or a more responsible joh should he
carefully considered." The personnel director com-
mented that this certainly showed "progress" in
women's position.

Failure to find sufficient executive material
among today's younger men is another significant
factor said one executive: "If business is main-
tained at today's level, there will not he enough
qualified men to fill the responsible positioris.
Women are going to he received in top jobs in
business, if not by selection, most certainly out
of necessity." A bank executive mentioned that,
if the present trend continued, women would
soon comprise 65% of all bank personnel. "So
it is the responsibility of the bank to look for
executive material among women."

Businesses, such as insurance, that formerly
recruited their employees almost entirely from
graduating classes of the local high schools are
now discovering that virtually all promising
students are "going on to some college." Yet,
since much of the essential work of such
businesses has "routine" or "monotonous" as-
pects, many of these companies find it hard to
attract college graduates. Executives do not
make an explicit connection between this prob-
lem and the fact that many such jobs are being
opened to women, but our findings about
specific opportunities suggest that the two de-
velopments are not unrelated.

Jobs Currently Held
Very few women were found to be holding top

executive jobs in the sense of corporate officers
or senior executives. A number of women in a
variety of fields, however, were found in posi-
tions of "second in command." Several execu-
tives indicated that this was the highest level to
which a woman could hope to attain in the near
future. The prevailing sentiment was expressed
by the head of a Chicago management consulting
firm as follows: "The highest position that
women are going to reach in the foreseeable
future in any large numbers is that of assistant
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to a top executive. This will be primarily an
expansion of the secretarial function."

Exceptions to this apparent limitation on
women's advancement were found primarily in
newer and more "creative" fields, such as mer-
chandising, promotion, public relations, and
magazine publishing. Exceptions were also
found in instances where a woman had started
with a company when it was new and small.
Two women who have attained unusual posi-
tions in their companies, the general sales man-
ager of a china manufacturing company and the
personnel director of a large Chicago manufac-
turing firm, both attributed their rise largely to
the fact that they had grown with the company
and had had an opportunity in the early days to
learn all phases of operation.

Staff Functions

Chances for women to occupy positions at the
secondary level of administration appear in the
personnel and industrial relations departments,
the research divisions, the accounting and sta-
tistical departments, the advertising depart-
ments, and the branch operations of all kinds of
industries and businesses. It will he noted that
these departments are primarily staff functions.
While no conclusive statements can he made to
date, there is evidence that the most lucrative
and responsible jobs currently open to women
are those of staff rather than line responsibility.
This was specifically expressed by a manufactur-
ing executive in Greenshoro:

"A woman's best opportunity lies in the fields of
finance, advertising, promotion, personnel, and re-
taihng. In the manufacturing process a woman
could expect a higher level job only where she was
administering a force of all women."

In instances where executives in manufactur-
ing companies stated that they employed a large
number of women on their assembly lines, the
research team asked if these women were super-
vised by women. The answer was "no" in most
instances, though a few successful "foreladies"
were cited. This situation may be a reflection
of the prevailing attitudes toward women super-
visors — a subject which is part of the subse-
quent discussion on practical limitations.

As Specialists
In one area women, classified as specialists,

perform very significant administrative and pro-
motional jobs, i.e., as home economists for the
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large food companies and women's magazines.
The heads of home economics departments in
both kinds of organizations have large staffs of
experts of all types engaged in a variety of activi-
ties across the country. They are responsible for
planning and coordinating the activities of these
staffs, as well as for promoting the uses of their
company's products. "We have no better sales-
men and no better ads than our home econo-
mists," said one food executive. For a successful
career in this kind of field, a woman needs not
only "home economics" but administrative
ability and some knowledge of husiness.

The over-all administrative functions of a
buyer in a department store were emphasized hy
all the retail executives interviewed. 'A huyer is
really a department head" was the usual de-
scription of the job. Department store buying was
strongly emphasized as a lucrative field for
women and especially those with some adminis-
trative training in addition to merchandising and
buying experience.

Women are found teamed with men in many
creative jobs, such as those on magazine staffs
and in advertising agencies. In many instances
the women's titles do not accurately describe
their functions. They frequently are called "sec-
retary," although their duties may he in large
part the same as their bosses'. This is particularly
true of the so-called institutional businesses
(e.g., insurance, banking, and investment).

In the Nonbusiness Field

A spot check of another "new" field, that of
hospital administration, confirmed the oppor-
tunities already demonstrated by the number
of Management Training Program alumnae
holding such positions in the New York and
New England areas. According to the adminis-
trator of a large hospital, a woman doctor, the
situation is as follows:

With about 65% of their costs personnel costs,
and the rest chiefly plant maintenance and modern-
ization, hospitals have many of the same problems
as business and industry. Yet not until recently
has there been any apparent awareness on the part
of trustees or directors of the need for people trained
in business administration, particularly in the
personnel field. Consequently, there is a great
lack of such people in hospital work.

The experience of a woman who served as assist-
ant director was cited to illustrate the traditional
hospital attitude toward "personnel work." She
had been asked by her previous superior to take

over the personnel work in addition to her already
heavy schedule. On protesting that she could not
do the personnel work competently with so little
time to give it, she was told that all it would mean
was putting the personnel files in her office.

Both the hospital director and her colleagues
at a nearby university felt that hospitals offered
good opportunities all over the country to girls
with administrative training. This opinion was
shared by a man hospital director in Chicago.

Although no systematic check on opportuni-
ties in government service was attempted hy the
research team, this field w'as mentioned in a
few interviews as a good possibility for graduates
of the Management Training Program, especially
in terms of comparative pay and responsibility.
One executive in heavy industry said that gov-
ernment was one of the last places a promising
young man wants to look for a job and one of
the first places an equally promising young
woman does. A member of the staff of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense emphasized
repeatedly that "women can do anything" and
felt that the real problem was to attract them
into the jobs where they w?ere needed.

Jobs Potentially Open
Theoretically there are no administrative jobs

which women are not considered capable of
holding. This sentiment was expressed a num-
ber of times by various executives, such as the
president of a large New- York life insurance
company w-ho stated that women are equally
capable of performing administrative jobs and
should be given equal opportunity with men to
do so. That the difference between theory and
practice is suhstantial will become clearer as
w'c proceed.

Specific questions were addressed to execu-
tives in an effort to ascertain what kind of jobs
girls with administrative training might reason-
ably anticipate. Answers indicated a growing
place for women in two general types of jobs.

Research Jobs
The first type of opportunity is in research

jobs such as that of investment analyst in banks,
insurance companies, and investment counseling
firms; economic research jobs in almost all large
companies; technical research positions in the
laboratories of the big food and chemical com-
panies; and accounting and statistical jobs in



nearly all large organizations regardless of their
business. The unanimity of opinion that these
fields are wide open to properly trained women
seemed to spring from a basic belief, stated on
a number of occasions, that women are much
better than men at jobs requiring care, routine,
and manual dexterity. Executives felt that a'
woman entering this field might "reasonably an-
ticipate" being in charge of her department at
some time in the future.

Consumer Contact

A second general field of opportunity indi-
cated hy a wide variety of executives was "con-
sumer contact." In World War II women were
given new opportunities in jobs which required
meeting the puhlic, even in such traditional
organizations as hanks. For example:

Before the war an executive of a large southern
bank suggested employing women tellers. Manage-
ment hesitated on the grounds that "the turnover
would be too great." Having heen forced to use
women in those positions in the course of the war,
the bank was surprised to discover that the probleni
of turnover was not "too great." It could train
women readily and efficiently, and found them to
be excellent performers on the job.

Today many executives, particularly in insti-
tutional organizations, are either beginning to
use or considering using more women in such
departments as credit, trust, or investment
counseling. For example:

The vice president of an Atlanta hank in charge
ot the consumer credit department, who has alreadv
successfully employed women in the investigation
of credit references, would like to place women on
the loan desks and on collections. He foresees
turning over his department almost entirely to
women.

Again, a bank executive in Nashville said of a
woman placed in charge of opening new accounts,
Never has such a successful job been done in that

area. Recently this hank has placed women in
this same job in its branch offices, partially for the
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reason that "her very presence may encourage
women in the community to come into the hank."

In many instances this is being done primarily
with older women customers in mind (wido\vs
with trust or investment problems). "A woman
would rather talk to a woman about financial
matters, particularly if she is afraid she'll ask a
foolish question" was a commonly expressed
thought. Similarly, in fields such as retailing,
merchandising, and promotion, it was pointed
out that women have long been used in johs re-
quiring a knowledge of the woman consumer as
well as of the product. "No one can sell Mrs.
Jones like Miss Jones" is a hehef that seems to
he spreading from retailers to manufacturers.

Particularly in the South, executives referred
to a woman's qualifications for specific jobs in-
volving consumer contact. The comment of an
insurance executive from Dallas is typical:

"Women are wonderful at selhng insurance,
first hecause they get a considerable amount of
sympathy from the buyers, and secondly because
women can get more interviews than men. They
apparently have a knack of reaching people and
getting into homes and offices."

The president of an advertising agency said
that in many cases women can obtain more in-
formation from the rank and file. Others indi-
cated that women seem to have a better ap-
proach to the public. A prominent woman was
described as having "an unusual talent for meet-
ing people." An insurance executive from At-
lanta spoke of a new field for women within
his organization — a puhlic relations depart-
ment directed specifically hy a woman, at first
set up as an experimental program but now a
permanent operation of considerable importance
in the company. Another executive from At-
lanta mentioned that he thought it would he
most advisable to send a woman into the field
since "a woman is always received; any business-
man will stop and talk to her with pleasure.'"

As already mentioned, a considerable num-
ber of those interviewed indicated that there
were hmitations on women's advancement in
business — and this included a fair proportion
ot those who were enthusiastic about women's
capabilities. As viewed hy the people we talked

Barriers Remaining
to, the reasons for such hmitations ranged from
the nature of the economy itself and the pre-
vailing attitudes of businessmen to the social
climate in which husiness operates and to cer-
tain preconceptions and feelings about women's
administrative abilities.
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The Nature of the Economy
This kind of limitation was well described by

a steel company executive. Much of the indus-
try in this country, he pointed out, originates
with an extracting or producing operation, such
as mining. The second stage is a refining or
milling process. With very few exceptions one
does not find women in either of these two
stages; the physical nature of the work and gen-
eral roughness of the surroundings make this
inevitable. Even the offices of companies pri-
marily engaged in mill and mine operations are
affected by their traditional "no women" atmos-
phere. The top men in these offices typically
have worked up from the mill, and they have
ahsorhed an attitude which is epitomized by
certain top executives in steel and other heavy
industries who still demand that their secretaries
he men.

The third stage, manufacturing finished prod-
ucts from the extracted materials, is the first
place where women are employed in any num-
bers. And even at the finished products stage
the number differs markedly with the kind of
manufacturing, and in few instances do women
perform top administrative johs. The "resist-
ance" to women In this phase of the industrial
process was illustrated by a textile executive who
said:

"A girl does not have the native curiosity ahout
machinery possessed hy most men, which leads
them to a natural feeling for machines. Combine
this with training in administration, and men are
better equipped to do a job for industry."

EXHIBIT I . WOMEN IN AN INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY

—I 1—
Extroctino and Producing

It is only at the fourth step, the merchandis-
ing and promotion of products, that women
make their entrance in large numbers. (A
graphic portrayal of women's present position
in an industrial economy is presented in EX-
HIBIT I.)

In contrast a young man of potential execu-
tive ahility typically starts "at the bottom" in

the mill, the mine, or the refinery — that is, at
the beginning of the industrial process; familiar-
izes himself with the various stages of produc-
tion and distribution; and ultimately arrives at
a top-executive position. This avenue is not
open to women, who must enter the field at a
much later stage in the industrial process. The
extreme interpretation given to this situation by
some executives is exemplified by this state-
ment: "The mill is not a suitable place for a
girl to work. If only for this reason and no
other, administrative johs would not be open to
women."

Women are thus considered to be limited in
experience and consequently in the kind of job
that they can eventually hope to occupy. Ad-
ministrative training, however, was considered
by some as helping to compensate for a girl's
"narrower" experience and hence as being a
real aid to her advancement.

Prevailing Attitudes
The nature of the limits on women's advance-

ment to the administrative level as imposed by
the general attitudes of the business community
varies from industry to industry, hut is clearest
in fields where the primary function is to serve
other businesses, especially large commercial
banks, manufacturers' sales organizations, ad-
vertising and accounting firms.

1. Banking — While women perform very
effectively within the walls of many hanking or-
ganizations, the prospect of their representing the
organization to business units outside is still un-
acceptable to most businessmen. For example, the
president of one large commercial hank in Boston
said:

"The customers of a bank like ours are
chiefly businessmen who are not educated to
the idea of dealing with women on matters
concerning large sums of money. They would
be very much put out if they were to come in
here and he referred to a woman when they
wanted to arrange a $50,000 loan. Women
have much better opportunities in savings
hanks where they are dealing vnth couples
and families rather than with business prob-
lems. They also do better in the banks of
small cities and towns or in branches of hig
hanks than they do in large cities."

2. Advertising — Even in fields where women
are well accepted, such as advertising, the num-
ber of clients who will accept a woman account



executive is still limited. One advertising executive
in Cleveland highlighted this hy a story:

Having sent a very able woman account
executive to do a job for a client, he received
a telephone call from the latter, who said, "I
know she is capable and could do the joh, hut
she is not to he sent again." When he in-
quired why, he was told, "Because I can't
swear at her or fight with her the way I can
with a man." And the advertising man's
comment to us was that no matter how for-
ward-looking he might personally he in having
women as account executives, he had to he
guided hy the attitudes of his clients or lose
their accounts.

On the other hand, a gradual change in attitude
was noted hy several advertising men who gave
instances where clients actually requested a woman
account executive. One of the largest manufac-
turers of greeting cards had recently requested a
woman account executive from his advertising
agency. A similar request had heen made by a
well-known maker of beauty preparations. A large
soap and cosmetic manufacturer has recently shifted
his cosmetic advertising to a small New York
agency because "it is headed hy a woman."

3. Accounting — One accounting executive
said, "I could no more send a woman on that audit
job than I could send a negro although I use hoth
very etFectively within the office." Although execu-
tives seldom directly related the problem of women
in husiness to that of minority groups, several others
did just ahout what this man did, i.e., refer to such
a group without an explicit break in thought, thus
indicating at least an unconscious association be-
tween the two problems.

4. Personnel — Even in the field of personnel,
generally agreed to he a "natural" field for women,
niany male executives felt that women could not
hire men, especially men for johs requiring special
skills or education. The strongest supporters of
this position maintained that any man applying for
such a position would begin "to wonder ahout the
company" the minute he found he was to he inter-
viewed hy a woman. Also a woman could not "talk
his language," nor would she he able to "negotiate"
successfully such matters as salary. Hence, the
head of personnel must he a man. (But at least one
of his chief assistants could he a woman.)

Still another limitation on the advancement of
women in the personnel departments of many com-
panies results from their policy that personnel be
made up entirely of people who have worked in
the plant itself. This policy is based on the belief
that "those having had experience in the plant or
in the mill have the respect and cooperation of the
employees."
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5. Labor negotiations — Special emphasis was
placed on the disadvantage at which women find
themselves when representing companies in any
situation where negotiation or bargaining is in-
volved. Executives of one large food company in
Chicago pointed out that, while in theory they
could use a woman as personnel director, in practice
they had to use a man with male assistants hecause
they were constantly involved in negotiation with
a tough union which would ride roughshod over a
woman.

6. Purchasing — The same sort of objection
to women was expressed concerning the purchasing
function. With the exception of buying for a de-
partment store, the purchasing function in husiness
was generally regarded as one that required "tough
mindedness," a function which must be performed
on "judgment, not emotion." Personal taste, it was
repeatedly pointed out, must not he confused with
what is best for the company; the purchasing agent
must not he swayed hy a "glib salesman's talk."

Though it was indicated that men purchasing
agents may also err in the direction of personal
taste or may he unduly swayed hy a sales talk,
the prevailing opinion seemed to he that women
are more apt to he so influenced and, therefore, are
a poorer risk. A few companies reported that, while
they used women as purchasing agents during
World War II with "very satisfactory" results, men
have replaced them as they have left for personal
reasons or better johs.

Although there is«a flavor o{ "rationalization"
about many of these statements and an apparent
tendency to generalize on the strength of one or
two experiences, the fact that such attitudes are
so common at the executive level throughout
business is of greatest importance in evaluating
administrative training for women.

Customary Practices
Certain traditional practices in American in-

dustry also militate against the advancement of
women to executive positions. The functional
level at which women tj^pically enter the in-
dustrial stream has already been mentioned.
The popular policy of "promotion from within"
was cited in numerous interview's as another
deterrent.

In nearly every line of business represented
by the interviews, the comparative shortness of
a woman's stay in a husiness organization was
pointed out. The personnel director of a large
company, referring to promotion policy, said:
"When you consider women for administrative
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jobs, the majority are not with the company
long enough to qualify for those positions.' In
the insurance business, the food industry, and
several others it was stated that the maximum
expectation regarding a woman's services with a
given company is 5 years (and the average only
3 years), while a man's may be 30 or 40 years.

Ccmpany Training Programs

This difference in potential length of service
was especially important in planning executive
development for the institutional businesses
whose system of promotion is a kind of modi-
fied "civil service." The expense of training
women for more than routine jobs was not con-
sidered economically justifiable.

In the newer and more creative fields this
difference was not so strongly emphasized. Even
here, however, it was usually pointed out that
even if a woman does stay in a business long
enough to earn consideration for a significant
job, she is faced w-ith difficulties. Because she
is typically one among many men competing
for the position, she must be considerably better
than any of her men competitors to get the job.
The odds under these circumstances are hardly
equal. Hence many companies do not open
their executive training programs to women.

There are indications, however, that this pol-
icy is beginning tp break dawn. One large oil
company opened its supervisory training course
to women shortly after World War II. The presi-
dent of an advertising agency with offices all
over the world stated that his "No. i" personnel
problem was recruiting two girls a year for his
executive training program. An executive of a
large department store in Atlanta, which con-
siders its training program as a pool of future
executive material, did not find "fatality among
women" significant. An important Chicago bank
has recently admitted a college woman to its
executive training program for the first time.
Commenting on the temporary quality of
women's employment, an Atlanta bank execu-
tive said, "We are gambling on the individual
anyway; we w-ill develop women just the way we
do our men." A leading New York insurance
company is introducing a new executive train-
ing prosram which is to be open to both college
men and college w^omen.

Pay Differentials
The practice of paying a woman less for do-

ing the same work as a man was mentioned by

many executives and deplored in principle. Al-
though this discrimination was explained in
terms of a man's greater family responsibilities
and of the danger of other companies luring
him away with more money, there was some
difference of opinion as to whether the practice
was sound. During a luncheon meeting attended
by one of the research team, two executives
argued the matter heatedly:

One executive maintained that a single woman
making $4,000 to $5,000 feels she is doing pretty
well. She can dress nicely, live nicely, and even
save something. She is not subject to pressure to
do better, and she tends to relax and not push her-
self. A man on the same job is under constant
pressure, either explicit or implicit, from his wife
and family to do better. Therefore, he exerts more
drive than his woman colleague. He stays till 3 a.m.
if necessary; she quits at 6 p.m. It is for this extra
effort on the job that he is paid, not for his
"extra family responsibilities" per se.

The other executive felt that this was rationaliza-
tion, and there was "no justification" for the differ-
ential. It was just "customary practice."

The few executives who volunteered salary
figures indicated that anything over $5,000 a
year for a woman was unusual, and $10,000
was "about top." In the advertising, merchan-
dising, and magazine fields, however, the figures
were distinctly higher. In other words, the pay
differentials between men and women appear
to be less in the creative fields which traffic in
ideas.

Discrepancy in Titles
Failure to give women the recognition of a

title, especially a corporate title, is another prac-
tice that was mentioned by many executives.
Several men made comments such as "If she
were a man, she'd be on the board" or "our next
president." The women interviewed made such
remarks as "We do the same work but the men
get the titles,"

One highly paid woman in a Boston bank
remarked that she had only recently received a
title other than "secretary" though she handled
the bank's corporate accounts. At that, her new
title had to be "manager" rather than "vice presi-
dent"; a manager can be appointed, but a vice
president must be elected. Similarly, the woman
"assistant personnel manager" at the New York
office of a large oil company likewise has only
recentlv received her title though she has been



doing the job for several years and her immedi-
ate superiors have tried to obtain the title for
her. Again, a well-paid copy writer for one of
the Chicago mail-order houses reported that she
omrce tfsiea'Aer 6oss wAat an 'ambitious" woman
had to do to get recognition of this sort in their
company; he replied that "ambitious women
leave."

Even where women have been given titles,
the "successful" ones are careful not to Haunt
them. A woman sales manager reported that
after a number of years in that job she had yet
to be introduced to a customer by any of the
salesmen as "our sales manager." She was al-
ways "Mrs. Blank, from our main office."

Geographical Location
There are some indications that the afore-

mentioned customary practices are most flagrant
in the "older' parts of the country, in the more
traditionally minded businesses, and in heavy
industry.

Relatively greater opportunities for women
exist in distribution centers such as Atlanta and
New York. In these cities, fashion, promotion,
and merchandising are important elements in
the business picture. Women's prominent posi-
tion in these fields is well accepted, a fact which
seems to make for easier acceptance into other
parts of the business community. On the other
hand, the "no-women" atmosphere of mill and
mine operations in the large industrial cities
exercises a limiting influence on the opportuni-
ties for women in other kinds of business in
those cities.

South and Southwest

An interesting conflict shows up in the South
and Southwest. Within that large geographical
area, both the greatest opportunities and the
strongest limitations for the advancement of
women were discovered.

The "traditional idea of a southern lady" is
one limiting factor. A prominent business
wom.an in Dallas, having had previous experi-
ence in the North and East, mentioned the dif-
ferences she had noticed between young college
graduates in the East and those in the South-
west :

The typical girl from the East regards her job
as an opportunity to prove herself and therefore
brings more to it and looks for more in the job itself
Cirls from the Southwest, hovvever, do not show
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such ambition. They tend to marry younger, and
their thinking is limited by the temporary quality
of the job.

A mvftTai*<an.t(riinrg executive expressed' tlie
thought that the idea of a woman having a career
seemed very foreign to most people in the South,
and the girls themselves do not look for careers
or devote their attention in that direction. Again,
an insurance executive said, "A southern girl put
in a particular situation will be less aggressive
than one from the North. . . . Perhaps because
of southern tradition, Atlanta will lag behind
other areas in this regard."

But note, particularly in reference to the last
quotation, that in the field of banking Atlanta
stands out as a leader with respect to using
women. Every bank has a very high percentage
of women tellers. The two largest city banks
have women serving in executive positions (with
title) in each of their branch offices. With the
location in Atlanta of sales units of nearly every
large "corporation in the country, the importance
placed on the selling function in that city works
to the benefit of women. In almost every inter-
view in Atlanta, executives mentioned the ad-
vantages of using women in selling jobs.

A common denominator to all interviews in
the South was frequent mention of the current
economic expansion throughout that region.
Thinking in terms of the future, most execu-
tives regarded this as providing opportunities
for both men and women.

In the Gulf Southwest, an area of "self-made"
men, the whole idea of persons specifically
trained in "management" is new. Eew of the
leading men executives have had such training,
let alone women. But this very fact means that
few opinions on the subject have been defi-
nitely formed. Women in business are not "a
problem" any more than unions are "a problem"
— yet. In Texas, which gives women fewer
legal rights than almost any other state in the
union, women lawyers are freely admitted to
the Bar Association; they do not have a separate
organization from the men, as is the case in so
many northern and eastern communities. The
monthly magazine, Dallas, has a feature called
"Women in Business" and in the past year has
given profiles of:

e A southwest manufacturer's representative for
women's and children's clothing, who supervises
8 salesmen and expects a Si,000,000 volume of
business in 1952.
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e A real estate broker with a sales force of 35,

who in 1946 ranked second in the United States
in real estate sales.

C An executive assistant to a division manager
of Texaco. ". . . She would be a Texaco \ice
president hy now if she wore pants."

C A manager or "personnel director" of Mosher
Steel Company's women employees, who, in the
words of her boss, "knows the steel fabricating
business inside out."

C The president of Page Boy Fashions in Dallas,
the first woman memher of Young Presidents'
Organization, the membership requirements of
which are that the individual he under 35 years
of age and the president of a firm with an annual
gross business of over $1,000,000.

Thus, while tradition and the state of eco-
nomic development in the southern area may
militate against immediate opportunity for
women, -potential opportunity is completely un-
defined.

Social Climate

The climate in which business operates also
exerts limitations. Take the social custom of bar-
ring W'Omen from executive dining rooms in
many organizations. In one bank, a woman who
was making a spectacular success of her job in
the credit department reached a stone wall
when she came to that stage in transactions with
customers where the bank was obliged to ex-
tend hospitality to the customer at luncheon
meetings. Because women were not admitted
to the dining room where the bank entertained,
"it was necessary to shift her to another depart-
ment of the bank."

Similar difficulties are encountered by com-
panies W'ho try to send women representatives
to national meetings of their industries. Many
associations are not prepared for women guests
and have all arrangements made for meetings
in places to which women are not admitted. One
executive summed up the problem by saying
that a woman has to be "awfully darn good" to
make you want to bother with all the extra
preparation that is necessary before you can
send her as a representative of your company.
With a man you just call up or have him call up
and say he is coming.

An advertising executive from Dallas stated:

"A woman doesn't fit into the extra or more
social negotiations surrounding business activity.
For example, she doesn't play golf with customers;

neither does she go on fishing trips with them.
Women not sharing those experiences are limited
in the amount of business they handle. For the
time being her work must remain primarily within
the office."

An insurance executive in Chicago voiced a
similar sentiment and said that in the selling
end of his business a woman's chances were
somewhat jeopardized by the fact that so much
business is done over the lunch table in a man's
club or at a bar.

Common Preconceptions
There exists a whole body of preconceptions

and feelings about women which might almost
be called a "mythology." Though much of it iŝ
contradictory and can be "proved" or "disproved"
by numerous examples, this "mythology" is
nevertheless a powerful force in determining a
woman's career. This force is at work from the
moment a woman applies for a job at a leyel
above the secretarial or clerical.

Doesn't Have the Dollar Value of a Man
The placement manager of a large food com-

pany explained his comment that a woman
doesn't have the dollar value of a man:

"With most of us, when faced with the choice of
a man or a woman, it is as simple as that. The man
is the better economic risk. The woman may have
talent, but the sincerity of her interest in the job
is always in doubt."

This belief was shared by many others who
expressed the view that women regard their
jobs as of secondary importance in life. One
executive felt that the performance of the great
bulk of clerical workers whom he described as
"bobby-soxers" was so sloppy that it influenced
negatively men's thinking about all women as
potential' executives. College girls were also
mentioned as a negative force because of their
unwillingness to stick to any routine job long
enough "to learn the business" and because of
their^casualness in throwing up jobs to go .on a
trip or for some other social reason.

A few executives automatically extended this
criticism to college graduates in general and
those with graduate training in particular. A
number of others, on being directly questioned,
replied that this fault was not found solely in
women employees. The first inclination of many
executives, however, was to associate sloppy and



halfhearted performances with the sex of the
employee.

In contrast to this, a food company executive
reported that his company was using women in
many line operations hecause they had proved to
be so much "more careful and better house-
keepers than men" and they "took the plant rou-
tine jobs much more seriously." This man con-
cluded that using women "wherever you can use
the experience and training gained from their
natural lives" (i.e., home and family) is advan-
tageous; otherwise, he advised using men.

Related to the belief that a job is secondary
to a woman was the statement that appeared
in 90% of the interviews that "a woman will
marry." In the thinking of most executives this
accounts for her job attitude. Either she takes a
job while waiting for a husband (and soon tires
of any work situation that does not supply pros-
pects!), or she is holding a job to help finance
a home and the latter is her chief interest.

Doesn't Really Want to Get Ahead
Many executives particularized the sentiment

that "women do not really want careers" by such
statements as this by a bank executive in Dallas;
"Women have not aspired to become bankers."
This is in direct contrast to the statement of a
woman bank executive in Atlanta, "Businessmen
have no interest in helping women who wish to
get ahead in their careers" — the same woman
commenting later in the conversation that among
her associates there are many women who would
have been the presidents and vice presidents of
banks had they been men with the same record.

This belief was substantiated, at least in the
thinking of those holding it, by arguments like
the one put forward by a department store
executive; "Women never seem to be as eager
concerning their work as men are. They want
to leave at 5 o'clock." Again, from a bank ex-
ecutive who was describing his secretary as "in-
dispensable" came the statement that she often
said, when he took his brief case full of work
home at night, how glad she was that she did
not have to do that. Another executive in a
similar context said that many men start in
clerical or even secretarial jobs but gradually
move in and take over other functions, while
a woman never seems to do that.

"Women do not like to assume responsibility"
and "Women do not assume responsibility grace-
fully" were sentiments heard from many of
those interviewed. An insurance executive from
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Dallas, speaking from a particular experience
which concerned a company publication, said,
"Women seem to shy away from responsibility."
In the opinion of another southern executive,
"women display definite unwillingness to per-
form supervisory jobs." It is apparently more
important to a woman, he observed, to main-
tain an equal social position Avith her associates
and thereby gain acceptance in the group.
"Women are more sensitive than men to the
social pressures of a group."

From a Chicago insurance executive;
"Women don't like to move or go to a strange
city. They want the security of a place where
they are known." From the president of a
nationwide variety chain; "We can't use women
store managers [they have never tried it] be-
cause it is part of our plan to move managers
every few years and women won't move." The
speaker just quoted apparently saw no contra-
diction with a later statement he made;

"In the old dâ ŝ when we suggested a move to
a man, he agreed immediately, but his enthusiasm
would be somewhat dampened the next day after
talking with his wife. Nowadays, many young men
are doubtful about wanting to move when it is
first suggested to them, but the next day they
come in all for it."

In contrast, a personnel director in a large
mail-order firm reported that "women employees
seem perfectly willing to transfer from one
operation to another even when it involves a
geographical move."

From the Yiexvyoint of the Women Them-
selves. Many of these preconceptions were
shared by the women interviewed. A highly
successful New York woman bank executive
made the following statement; "Women are too
ready to attach themselves to a pleasant working
situation and to refuse advancement opportuni-
ties because their current situation is so nice and
easy." The woman assistant personnel director
of a large Chicago department store raised the
question, "Does a girl really want a career? Is
she willing to put up the struggle that is neces-
sary to have one?"

A woman assistant treasurer in an eastern
bank said that women do not choose a career
but "fall into it," while a man's success is more
fri^uently the result of planning and direction.
(This viewpoint coincided with that of a com-
pany executive to the effect that the top women
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in his company had reached their positions "by
accident . . . and circumstances.') "Women
will not study to prepare themselves for the
opportunities that may arise," remarked a woman
assistant branch manager in a Boston bank.

The Other Side of the Qiiestion. In the course
of the interviews about women not wanting
to get ahead, enough evidence was obtained to
suggest that this preconception was not always
sound. The personnel director of a large manu-
facturing concern, when describing a woman
in the company, said,

"Through a gradual process she has reached a
position of responsibility in terms of bringing in
the woman's point of view on styles. At the same
time she did a certain amount of studying and
observing to better equip herself for this function.
Management recognized the job that she was doing
and gave her an official title."

The personnel director of a department store
in Atlanta described his interviews with college
seniors: "All of them want good jobs. For the
most part they are anxious to obtain something
at the junior executive level." Again, from the
dean of a large women's college (part of a
southern university): "My students are ioo%
aggressive about their employment. All of them
want jobs, and the large majority are seeking
interesting and responsible positions."

Don't Make Good Bosses
Implicit in most discussions of women as

"bosses" was the feeling that promoting a woman
to a supervisory level raises some peculiar prob-
lems. Most executives felt that men resent work-
ing for a woman. The strongest statement of
this feeling came from a Chicago department
store vice president, who said, "Men just will not
work for women. This may be why women don't
get farther. It is a truth, however, which must
be accepted when thinking about women's busi-
ness future."

A number of those subscribing to this idea
added that women could be effective super-
visors over other women, citing as examples
women supervisors of their secretarial pools and
bookkeeping departments. Many of the same
executives, however, expressed the view that
"women do not like to work for other women"
and that "women are too hard on other women."
The president of a large insurance company in
Atlanta stated, "We have repeatedly tried plac-

ing women as supervisors or administrators and
inevitably have had trouble" — and he went
on to express the idea that the problem about
women in supervisory positions came from the
women themselves.

Another insurance executive, describing wom-
en's greatest problem as their own hesitation to
work for one another, attributed this to jealousy
on their part. A favorite example was the diffi-
culty encountered when one attempted to as-
sign women secretaries to women executives.
The one woman account executive in an adver-
tising agency in Chicago was reported to have
had four secretaries in one year, A steel execu-
tive in Pittsburgh described the near rebellion
that he had on his hands when a few women
were introduced into the research department
and secretaries were assigned to them.

Examples of the same sort came from women
executives. The woman head of a large account-
ing department told how she had satisfied the
one member of her department who was com-
plaining about not getting recognition or enough
money by simply transferring her to the IBM
section of the department which was headed by
a man. This involved no increase in pay and no
additional responsibilities, but the woman re-
garded it as a promotion.

The woman employment manager of a mid-
west department store said:

"Although new emplo\fees rarely refuse a job or
quit outright because of a woman supervisor, they
frequently ask for transfers. They give other
reasons at first but on being questioned generally
say that they 'would rather work for a man.' "

The personnel director of a textbook publish-
ing house (also a woman) said that on occasion
girl applicants, discovering that 85% of the com-
pany's employees were women and that they
would be working for one most of the time,
flatly stated they weren't interested in the job.
In the thinking of the great majority of business-
men and women interviewed, it is clear that
there is less "status" in working for a woman
than in working for a man.

Making Too Much of the fob. Various at-
tempts were made to account for these feelings
about women supervisors. Several executives,
notably in publishing and advertising, felt that
the basic difficulty of women as administrators
was that they made too much of their jobs (a
sharp contrast to the commonly held idea that



they do just the opposite). Some explained this
by saying that a woman had to work so hard to
reach a goal that, once attained, it assumed an
importance in her mind out of all proportion to
its actual place in the over-all picture. The job
became her whole existence, and her behavior
betrayed great annoyance with others who did
not appear to appreciate its importance.

A woman publishing executive recognized the
same tendency, even in herself. She said she
was making real efforts to broaden her life out-
side and to de-emphasize her joh, so that the
"minor aspects" vv'ould not loom so large. A
textile executive, having described five specific
failures of women in administrative johs, com-
mented, "Men are also individually had. How-
ever, men understand each other, and their lack
of understanding of women is a possible reason
for these difficulties."

Another common explanation was that women
in executive positions are so few in any organi-
zation that they are more conspicuous, while a
man supervisor can get away with things because
he is one of the large male group, the majority.

\^^enever the topic of women as supervisors
was introduced, the research team attempted to
get the speakers' views on what constitutes a
"good boss" or particularly a "good woman boss."
One quality that was mentioned often — and
usually with the opinion that women were lack-
ing in it — was the ability to be objective. A
department store president said that the primary
quality of a good administrator is to "remain
objective." Lack of this quality' in either a man
or woman supervisor, he said, makes for ineffec-
tive supervision, but in his mind it was more
pronounced in women because it was linked with
the ability to separate "personal likes and dis-
likes" from the "good of the organization" —
the first allegiance" of the good administrator
being to the latter.

In the same vein, the qualities of a good execu-
tive were listed by the woman assistant person-
nel manager of a Chicago bank as "the ability
(a) to discipline others easily and effectively (b)
to display an understanding of human problems
without losing the quality of a strong personal-
ity, (c) to express oneself clearly and well."

Behavior and Personality. Top executives
regardless of fields, when asked why thev re-
garded a certain woman in their organization as
successful, typically commented that "she really
knew her stuff" and therefore commanded the
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respect of all her colleagues, and that "she knows
how to get along with men." They used such
expressions as "she behaves naturally" or "her
secret is her simplicity." The idea of a smart,
efficient, brisk woman administrator was some-
thing of an anathema.

No matter how much technical skill a woman
exhibited on the job, the final evaluation of her
tended to be in terms of her behavior. "Do people
like her or don't they?" For example, a manu-
facturing company president deplored the fact
that a woman college graduate who is assistant
office manager in one of his company's plants is
"long on degrees but short on handling people."
While she is excellent at handhng procedures
and routines, her shortcomings in dealing with
people will prevent her from ever being more
than an assistant.

A publishing executive contrasted two top
women in his company. He pointed out that one
"has a deep and compassionate understanding of
people, coupled with real creative skill"; but the
other, who happens to handle the personnel
function for the entire organization, "knows all
that is in the hooks" but "doesn't really under-
stand people at all." A Boston insurance man
who frowned on women selling insurance ech-
oed the latter thought when he said that college
women in particular tend to talk facts all the
time when they should be talking life.

A personnel woman of top rank in Chicago
said her feeling was that too many women try to
do their job "like a man." A woman should' do
her job "as a woman would do it" and make no
pretenses of being what she is not. This woman
had several men working for her, and the presi-
dent of the company commented on how well
she handled the situation and on the lack of any
resentment on the part of the men working with
her. The same basic philosophy of doing her job
as a woman was expressed by the one woman
general sales manager we interviewed; she said
that in handling her sales force, \vhich was en-
tirely men, she always wore "the large velvet
glove and behaved naturally.

Several women in top positions were disturbed
by the fact that no other woman was being
brought along" by management. Their succes

sors would probably be men. Was this they
wondered, in part their fault? Or was it part of
the apparent tendency to regard their successful
performance as unique for a woman and not
somethmg that could be repeated? Many execu-
tives observed that administrative training should
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greatly aid girls in developing the "right kind" of
behavior patterns. If a girl had these and the
basic skills of her job, everything else could be
added.

A minority of men executives saw the problem
of "good or bad" bosses as one of "personality"
rather than of sex. They pointed out that there
were "good and bad" supervisors among both
men and women, but that the women were more
conspicuous since they were so few in number.
This opinion was shared by several women exec-
utives who gave examples of men supervisors in
their experience who "get away with things that
a woman in the same position never could."

More Emotional than Men
Most negative sentiments concerning women

in supervisory positions seemed to be founded on
one basic belief — that women are "more emo-
tional than men" and "take everything too per-
sonally." A top officer in a department store,
referring to the emotional factor, said;

"If you recognize it and become concerned about
it, you are inclined to make a crutch out of it.
This is harmful to both men and women among
one's associates. One should tolerate it, not by giv-
ing in to a woman's sensitivity but by going beyond
it in an attempt to remove the personal quality of
the particular situation."

The emotional "problem" was sometimes il-
lustrated specifically by instances of women
bursting into tears when they were taken to task.
One management consultant said a man will do
anything to avoid that flood of tears and would
rather not put himself in the position of having
to face it by moving a woman into a job where
problems are likely to center.

The executive of an accounting firm observed
that though men are often just as emotional as
women, you can still talk to them straight from
the shoulder and they can "comply or get out."
"You just don't talk to women this way," he said;
"you hate to have them cry." The same executive
continued by observing that you cannot expect
too much of' women emotionally, for since they
do not have the background and experience that
their men colleagues in so many jobs have, they
cannot stand the same kinds of pressure. This
was illustrated by the following experience;

A girl in his company had moved into research
from one of the clerical operations only to find that
constant demands for difBerent kinds of informa-
tion and the pressure of meeting deadlines was too

much for her. The executive who told the story to
us volunteered the opinion that this was partly the
fault of the company for not giving the girl
sufficient training.

Here again administrative training of the sort
that broadens a girl's experience and gives her
tools, both technical and emotional, for coping
with "pressure situations" was regarded as ex-
tremely beneficial.

Women in leading positions in several of the
organizations visited, commenting on this gen-
eral belief that women are more emotional than
men, said that it had a great deal to do with man-
agement's failure to advance them. The woman
training director of a large Chicago department
store said that we would not find many women
in executive positions in her organization because
"our top men regard women as emotionally un-
stable . . . they are not impressed by us."

The woman personnel director of a promi-
nent monthly magazine mentioned the fact that
scarcely a day went by without her boss, the
president of the company, exclaiming, "Why do
I have to work with women!" She said that he
accepted women editors and writers only as a
necessary evil in publishing a woman's magazine.
He could never, she observed, get used to the
"emotionalism" of women on the job.

Relations with Men. Several men in top posi-
tions acknowledged that there was very little
difference between men and women so far as
emotional attitude toward their jobs was con-
cerned, but that women were less likely to hide
their feelings and keep them from influencing
business decisions in a way that was clear to all.

A clothing manufacturer voiced the same gen-
eral opinion, remarking that this was especially
true when a woman became emotionally involved
with a man in the same office. He said that a
man can become so involved without everyone
knowing about it and without it afFecting his job
performance. So long as this is the case, most
employers regard an employee's personal life as
his own business. Let a woman get involved with
a man co-worker, however, and her job perform-
ance suffers noticeably. Even if her boss vaunted
to ignore the whole thing, he could not, since it
is being constantly called to his attention both
by her \vork and by the gossip it occasions among
the rest of the force.

Several executives have arrived at somewhat
different conclusions concerning this popular
belief. After discussing the behavior problems



affecting vî omen, a merchandise manager of
a department store in Dallas said that perhaps
men could spot this emotional factor in other
men more readily and would turn them down
when considering them for responsible positions.
He continued by saying that a lack of knowledge
and experience with women could lead manage-
ment to make mistakes when selecting women
for similar jobs. In the same vein, another de-
partment store executive said:

"The trouble with women in business is men.
There are many men who just don't know how to
get along with women. They have suffered break-
downs in their family relationships. If a man can-
not understand his mother, his wife, or his daugh-
ter, or doesn't like them, he is not going to Uke
working with women on the job, nor is he going to
know how to cooperate with them effectively. He
will probably avoid women in so far as possible in
the work situation."

A man executive of a large magazine said:

"Whether male or female, people wbo have diffi-
culties in supervising others or getting along with
their associates of either sex are personally insecure
people. To perform effectively in a responsible job
one must have a certain inner security that takes
the viciousness out of competition. Without such
inner security, a man or a woman tends to take
everything personally and to react emotionally."

Marriage Interferes with Her Job

Almost inevitably when emotional involve-
ment on the job was mentioned, there followed
some discussion of marriage and its relation to
women's advancement on the job. Two schools
of thought exist concerning the compatibility of
working and running a home:

(1) In the older, more traditional businesses,
such as banking, insurance, and the basic indus-
tries, it has been the practice until fairly recently
not to hire married women and not to retain female
employees after marriage. The representatives of
these fields whom we interviewed were at pains to
point out that World War II more or less completely
ended this practice and that there is no longer
prejudice in their companies against retaining or
hiring married women. However, the common be-
lief of these executives is that a married woman
shifts her allegiance from her job to her home and
is therefore less effective in discharging her work
responsibilities.

An insurance executive from the South said that
a woman's personal profit motive, never as strong as
a man's, diminishes considerably when she marries
and makes her a less attractive risk. A department
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store vice president said that of necessity a woman's
first responsibility after she marries is to her family;
she cannot be expected to enter into a job whole-
heartedly. The head of the purchasing department
of a food company observed that the one outstand-
ingly successful woman in his company was di-
vorced before she came there, and therefore "mar-
riage did not interfere with her job."

(2) In contrast to this set of opinions were those
expressed by an almost equal number of executives
in different kinds of business. The president of a
clothing manufacturing company said he regards
marriage as a stabilizing factor and feels that it
makes women employees more dependable and bet-
ter workers. A magazine executive shares this opin-
ion, saying that most of the leading women of his
acquaintance in the creative fields are married and
have in his observation profited greatly in stability
by their marriages. The head of an advertising
agency in New York likewise regards marriage as a
stabilizing factor and points to the number of effec-
tive working man-and-wife teams in the advertising
business.

Women executives did not so frequently com-
ment on this subject without prompting. One
exception was the general sales manager of a
china manufacturing company who said she felt
that in contrast to the unmarried executive, a
married woman did a far better job because the
job was less important to her. She was not "con-
stantly scared" and therefore could behave nat-
urally. She said that in her own case her hus-
band acted as a very effective check on any tend-
ency she might have to get "too officious," and
was a great help to her in understanding the men
with whom she worked. A woman editor of a
fashion magazine in the Middle West who was
about to marry foresaw no difficulties in continu-
ing work and observed that her business was
full of women who combined the two careers.

In general, when an executive subscribed to
the thesis that marriage interfered with job per-
formance in one way or another, he gave this as
a reason for not training women for executive
positions. The training he felt was too expensive
because the company had full use of the woman's
services for such a relatively short period of time.
When, on the other hand, an executive held the
view that marriage was a stabilizing factor, he
seemed anxious to give a promising woman every
opportunity to learn her field and to develop
team relationships with men in the business.
This latter attitude was especially prevalent in
businesses that deal principally with ideas rather
than with figures or things.
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Evaluation of Training
We endeavored to elicit an opinion from each

of the persons interviewed concerning his idea
of what would constitute desirable training for a
woman interested in advancing to the adminis-
trative level in business and what other ends
could be served by the same kind of training.

For Business Careers
Regardless of the kind of business or indus-

try, the overwhelming sentiment seemed to he to
give women a good general background, particu-
larly in business problems and how to approach
them, to teach them how to think and how to
express themselves both on paper and orally, and
to help them to acquire an understanding of
people and of their own behavior in relation to
people. 'We'll teach them our way of doing
business when they come to us" was frequently
added.

Many of those interviewed responded enthu-
siastically to the field work aspect of the Man-
agement Training Program. All emphasized the
advisability of maintaining this assignment. A
bank executive from Atlanta, when referring to
his daughter's summer job, said, "Education in
the classroom alone cannot give a person all he
needs. The best type of training is a combination
of experience and classroom work."

In many cases this interest in the field work
was coupled with a suggestion to train women
who had had some previous experience. A lead-
ing woman mentioned that women who had
working experience and perhaps knew better
what they wanted to do could receive even great-
er benefits from the Management Training Pro-
gram. In the opinion of a textile executive, the
best possible type of training for women entering
business would come from offering such a pro-
gram to the woman who has a specialty' or at
least who has had considerable experience in a
particular field.

The only specific training mentioned was that
consistently advocated by all the representatives
of institutional businesses and by accountants
and research directors in all types of business,
i e training in the basics of accounting and
statistics. A knowledge of the use of figures was
considered on a par with secretarial training as
an "entering wedge" into a number of fields.
"You need to be able to tear a balance sheet apart

before you can put one together or understand
one. Very few college people can do it." This
statement was made dozens of times in inter-
views as an illustration of the sort of facility that
was needed.

In the case of a girl such specific skill was re-
garded as even more vital than in the man's case.
One executive pointed out that a girl holding an
A.B. degree has "nothing to offer" to business
compared to her brother. At best they both have
a smattering of a number of courses "in which
we are not particularly interested," and she does
not have the executive potential that he does.
Therefore, almost of necessity a girl must offer
something "specific" beyond the A.B. One mar-
ket research director in heavy industry repeatedly
emphasized the importance of a specific "step-
ping stone" to a girl.

In evaluating the emphasis on secretarial tram-
ing as an entering wedge, it should be remem-
bered that those interviewed were talking in
terms of the "historical" route of advancement
for women in business. Since nearly all the
women occupying top jobs began as secretaries,
it comes as no surprise that hoth they and their
superiors should regard this as the most prom-
ising starting place. Both groups, moreover, re-
sent the attitude of many college girls that secre-
tarial work "is beneath them."

On the other hand, a few successful women
recognize explicitly that times have changed and
say, "I wish I were starting in today. It would
not take 25 years to get where I am. Your girls
should be able to start out at a higher level'
Likewise some men executives saw the attitude
of college girls toward secretarial work as a prod-
uct of changing times. They felt it was one
more manifestation of the general reluctance of
the younger generation to do any routine task.
The research team was asked repeatedly what
training could be given to help students see the
importance of routines and to prevent them from
behaving "as if they expected to be president
tomorrow."

Speaking and writing ability were emphasized
as of great importance hy many executives. Of
particular interest was the criticism that women
applicants appear for an interview "with only
their pocketbooks"; they do not recognize the
need to present a concise written resume of one s
education and to relate it to the demands of the



specific job. The feeling was that women should
be given definite training for job interviews.

Preparation for Life
An interesting aspect of the executives' dis-

cussions was the frequency with which reference
was made to the fact that administrative training
and business experience should make a girl a
much better wife for a businessman.

In this connection mention was often made
of several recent articles on the "Executive's
Wife."^ Sentiment on the articles was very
strongly divided. Some executives regarded the
growing practice of interviewing potential exec-
utives' wives before hiring them as "utter foolish-
ness." One textile executive remarked that in
his early career, when he was considered a "flash
success," he and his wife had tried to play the
game as outlined in the Fortune articles. They
had soon decided, however, to give it up even if
it meant quitting the business. They have long
since separated their social and business lives
without any noticeable harm to his career.

Representatives of management consulting
firms were agreed, on the other hand, as to the
necessity of knowing something of a man's wife
before recommending him to a client. One such
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representative said that out of 50 executive place-,
ments which he had made for his firm in a
period of about two years, he had only one real
failure and that would never have happened
had he met the man's wife. The officers of some
decentralized operations, such as variety store
chains, explained that prospective managers'
vi'ives are carefully interviewed when a man is
under consideration for a move. The executives
seemed somewhat embarrassed when discussing
this policy, and appeared to be asking the re-
search team for some indication of approval or
disapproval of the practice.

Regardless of one's personal opinion, it ap-
pears likely that many women, whether they stay
personally active in business or not, will be sub-
jected to "business" judgments which may seri-
ously affect their husbands' careers. It was felt
by several of those interviewed that administra-
tive training should be a decided help to wives,
and hence to their husbands, in this regard.

Other comments emphasized the value of such
training for wives who will serve in community
organizations, for daughters likely to inherit siz-
able fortunes or stockholdings, and of course for
all women who as the result of widowhood, di-
vorce, financial straits, or other reasons find they
must resume their business careers later in life.

Conclusions
Our conclusions regarding job opportunities

for women with administrative training can be
summarized as follows.

Level of Advancement
(1) Women are found in increasing numbers

at all levels of business organizations in all kinds
of business, and the trend is toward an even
greater variety of jobs and responsibilities for
them.

(2) As yet, however, comparatively few wom-
en in any field occupy the top executive jobs.
This is true whether one is speaking of a whole
organization or a major subdivision of one.
Where women do occupy such positions (not
counting those in family businesses who may
"inherit" the job), they have a long service his-
tory with the organization and frequently have
grown up with it from very small beginnings.

= Two articles appeared in Fortune in October and
November 1951, and an article by one of the same authors
was featured in Life of January 4, 1952

Although only the exceptional graduate of the
Management Training Program working in un-
usual circumstances might reasonably aspire to
such a position at the moment, there is every
reason to believe that such opportunities will
increase in the future. Such a program, there-
fore, should put no ceiling on the potential of
its graduates.

(3) Many women occupy positions of assist-
ants to the top executive in major subdivisions
of organizations, and a "growing number" are
reaching that kind of position on the top level of
the whole organization. Competent Management
Training Program graduates might look to this
level of organization as their goal even now.

Fields of Opportunity
(1) Research and analysis work in such organ-

izations as banks, insurance companies, invest-
ment firms, and large industrial and manufactur-
ing companies usually require as an "entering
wedge" at least a basic knowledge of accounting
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and statistics. Promotions depend on experience
as well as training. Thus such jobs should be
thought of in long-run terms similar to jobs in
government service. The pay is improving, and
there is a strong element of job security.

(2) Merchandising, public relations, advertis-
ing, the vifomen's magazine field, and food and
other industries which make great use of women
home economists offer a quite different kind of
opportunity. They presuppose some creative tal-
ent (in the case of home economists, special train-
ing too) which, in combination with training in
business administration, can lead to very highly
paid and responsible jobs in a comparatively short
time. The competition in these fields is keen,
and the "job security" is dependent on individual
performance.

(3) Personnel work is regarded as a "natural"
field for women. The level of organization to
which they can rise in this field seems to depend
on the kind of business they choose. Where
women constitute a major part of the working
force, there seems to be more chance of a woman
becoming head of personnel than in companies
where men predominate. Strongly unionized in-
dustries and those requiring a large number of
skilled employees, such as engineers, offer less
chance for women to become head of personnel.

(4) New fields and new companies where
employees are few and "everyone gets a chance
to do everything" seem promising to women's
advancement. A special instance of a new field
is hospital administration, which, while it does
not promise a great monetary reward, is wide
open for trained personnel.

These opportunities seem sufi&ciently great
in number and variety to justify administrative
training for women. As has already been stated,
however, most of the job possibilities lie in fields
commonly thought of as staff functions (such as
research and personnel) or in fields such as ad-
vertising which require a creative flair. Line
opportunities, as such, are conspicuously absent,
though a woman in a staff department may per-
form essentially line supervision within the de-
partment.

Chances for Success
The very "unbalance" in this report between

the attention given to specific job opportunities

and that given to limitations on women's ad-
vancement is significant. It reflects accurately
the proportion of time given each topic in almost
every interview. When asked to describe the
most important jobs held by women in their or-
ganizations, most executives enumerated two or
three at a maximum. The entire subject of spe-
cific opportunities for women typically was cov-
ered in 15 minutes. That was not so of the
executives' opinions about women in business.
Appreciable confusion and even contradiction
were noted, not only as between the opinions of
different executives but also within the thinking
of individual executives.

For example, the fact that women do not get
ahead was ascribed to women's lack of willing-
ness to make the extra "drive" a man will make
— to "stay late; study outside; make the job
primary, not secondary, in life." At the same
time an individual was likely to say that women
are not "good executives" or do not get promo-
tions because they "make too much of their jobs"
and are too concerned with minor details. Their
jobs are "their whole lives; they are not interested
in anything else." Often an executive cited ex-
amples of both t>'pes of behavior and character-
ized them both as "unfortunate."

This kind of thinking, which appeared in so
many interviews, left the impression that women
are "damned if they do, and damned if they
don't." On the basis of all comments received, it
may be concluded that the way in which women
behave on the job rather than the way they per-
form the technical operations thereof is the chief
determinant of their executive potential in the
thinking of most superiors.

For purposes of effectively training women,
this seems to be the most significant finding of
the study. The principal task for women with
executive aspirations seems to be changing the
attitude both of men and of other women toward
them, i.e., by themselves giving examples of
fortunate rather than unfortunate job behavior.

Therefore, the chief concern of those en-
trusted with the training of women for adminis-
trative jobs would appear to be: to provide their
students, not merely with necessary technical
skills, but also with such skills of behavior that
they may help to resolve the confusions and con-
tradictions currently existing in the minds of so
manv executives about women in business.






